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Abstract
The N+

2(B 2�+
u –X 2�+

g ) and N2(C 3�+
u–B 3�+

g) molecular emission spectra
are frequently observed simultaneously in plasmas containing nitrogen.
Relative band intensities of these systems are very sensitive to a variation of
the N+

2/N2 ratio and temperature. The spectrum, emitted between 3800 and
4000 Å, has been used to measure rotational and vibrational temperatures,
and to estimate the N+

2/N2 ratio when the electron temperature is known, in
different plasma sources (Glidarc, ac discharge between tips). The proposed
method is based on a point-to-point comparison of an experimentally
measured spectrum with the computer-simulated one.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

The non-thermal plasmas are characterized by the fact that dif-
ferent species present in the plasma are not in thermodynamic
equilibrium. Neutral particles, ions and electrons do not have
the same temperature. Particularly, a significant proportion
of electrons has relatively high energy (from 1 to 10 eV) that
is well adapted to the atomic and molecular species excita-
tion and to the breaking of chemical bonds. In contrast, the
heavy particle temperature stays close to the room tempera-
ture. Gas temperature estimation is, therefore, very important
to characterize plasma capacity for degradation.

6 Author to whom any correspondence should be addressed.

But, in this kind of plasmas, such as gliding arc
or dielectric barrier discharge, free electron density and
temperatures in the active region are small and it is difficult,
or even impossible, to apply atomic emission spectroscopy for
plasma diagnostics. For this reason we present a diagnostic
technique based on the molecular emission spectra. The
spectra were recorded with an adjustable apparatus function
and compared with the theoretical one.

Different molecular bands, which naturally appear in
discharges, can be used like a ‘thermometer’ to estimate
rotational (generally close to the kinetic gas temperature) and
vibrational temperatures in an active plasma zone:

(a) The OH(A 2�+, ν ′ = 0) → OH(X 2�, ν ′′ = 0) band
at 3063.57 Å, has been used to examine different plasma
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sources: recombining jet of a plasma torch, an atmospheric
pressure glow discharge, a surface ionized wave device, a
gliding arc, a dielectric barrier discharge, etc [1, 2].

(b) To answer some questions concerning thermodynamic
equilibrium in the plasma produced in a transferred
arc, working with a CH4 + CO2 mixture, we have
developed the simulation of the C2(d 3�g, ν

′ = 0) →
C2(a 3�u, ν

′′ = 0) Swan band at 5166.11 Å [3, 4].
(c) Stationary arc-jets, operating at low pressure (0.13 mbar

in the vacuum chamber) in N2–CH4 or CO2–N2 mixtures,
have been analysed using the CN(B 2� → X 2�) violet
system around 3885 Å, the NH(A 3� → X 2�) transition
around 3360 Å and CH(A2�, ν ′) → CH(X 2�, ν ′′)
system around 4315 Å [5].

(d) The feasibility of infrared analysis of the �v = 2 CO band
has been demonstrated in a stationary plasma discharge
experiment [5].

(e) In order to study the transition between equilibrium
and non-equilibrium zones in a gliding arc, we have
measured the rotational and vibrational temperatures from
the N2 second positive system [6]. But the use of the
N2 molecular spectrum has been extensively study for the
plasma diagnostics [7–9].

(f) The temperature distribution in an electric arc has
been studied using a simulation of (0,0) and (1,1)
N+

2 first negative system molecular bands around 3914 Å
[7, 10–13].

The already published paper by Chelouah et al [7]
contains simultaneous analysis of head bands of first negative
and second positive systems of nitrogen. These overlapped
systems are particularly interesting for several reasons:

(a) They are easily excitable in most of the plasma sources
containing nitrogen.

(b) The molecular constants and corresponding line structures
are well known.

(c) These overlapped bands are a good tool to evaluate plasma
parameters, particularly the plasma temperatures and the
concentration ratio N+

2/N2.

In this paper, we show how the first negative and second
positive overlapped molecular systems allow us to determine
the plasma temperatures and the ratio N+

2/N2, which can
be evaluated when the electronic temperature is known.
Applications to the diagnostics of different kinds of plasma
are presented.

2. Molecular spectra of N+
2 and N2

2.1. Spectra of diatomic molecules

A complete description of the spectral terms of the diatomic
molecules may be found, e.g. in [14] and [15], or in our
previous publications [4].

In the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, the total energy
of a diatomic molecular state is given by

E = En + Ev + EJ = hc(Tn + G + F)

E = hcT
(1a)

with

G(ν) = (v + 1
2 )ωe − (v + 1

2 )2χeωe + (v + 1
2 )3γeωe + · · ·

Fνi(J, p) ≈ Tνi(J, p) ≡ BvJ (J + 1) − DvJ
2(J + 1)2 + · · ·

(1b)

where h and c are the conventional physical constants; ωe, χe,
ωe, γe., ωe, Bv and Dv are constants for a given electronic
state (cf [15] or [16]); En, Ev and EJ are the electronic,
vibrational and rotational energies, respectively; and Tn, G(ν)

and Fνi(J, p) are the corresponding spectral terms (in cm−1).
The wave number σ (in cm−1), corresponding to a

transition from an upper state E′ (conventionally denoted by a
single prime) to a lower state E′′ (denoted by a double prime) is

σ = T ′ − T ′′ = (T ′
n + G′ + F ′) − (T ′′

n + G′′ + F ′′) (2a)

with the convention

G′ ≡ G′(ν ′); F ′ ≡ F ′
ν ′i ′(J

′, P ′)

G′′ ≡ G′′(ν ′′); F ′′ ≡ F ′′
ν ′′i ′′(J

′′, P ′′)
(2b)

For a given system of bands, σe = T ′
n−T ′′

n is constant, and
(if we neglect rotation) all transitions between two vibrational
levels ν ′ and ν ′′, forming the band (ν ′, ν ′′), are represented by

σν ′ν ′′ = σe + (G′ − G′′) = σe +
[
(v′ + 1

2 )ω′
e − (v′ + 1

2 )2χ ′
eω

′
e

+(v′ + 1
2 )3γ ′

eω
′
e + · · ·] − [

(ν ′′ + 1
2 )ω′′

e

−(ν ′′ + 1
2 )2χ ′′

e ω′′
e + (ν ′′ + 1

2 )3γ ′′
e ω′′

e + · · ·] (3)

For a given vibrational transition ν ′–ν ′′, σv′v′′ ≡ σ0 is constant
and the rotational structure is described by the expression

σi ′,i ′′(J
′, J ′′) = σ0 + σR with

σR ≡ F ′ − F ′′ = Fν ′,i ′(J
′, p′) − Fν ′′,i ′′(J

′′, p′′) (4a)

with selection rules

�J = J ′ − J ′′ = 0, ±1

but J ′ = J ′′ ⇒ J ′, J ′′ �= 0 (4b)

Each �J value defines a branch: P -branch for �J = −1,
Q-branch for �J = 0 and R-branch for �J = +1.
Furthermore, we may distinguish the principal branches
(i ′ = i ′′) and the secondary branches (i ′ �= i ′′).

The emission coefficient εul of a transition, from the upper
state u ≡ [n′ν ′J ′i ′p′〉 to the lower state l ≡ [n′′ν ′′J ′′i ′′p′′〉
(denoted by u → l), is given by the expression

εul = 1

4π
NuhcσulAul [W m−3 St−1] (5)

where h, c, ε0 and kB are the conventional physical constants;
Nu is the density of molecules in the upper state (in m−3);
σul is the wave number (in cm−1) of the emitted spectral line;
Aul is the transition probability (in s−1) and hcσul is the energy
liberated during the transition.

Considering that the energy levels of upper states are in
Boltzmann equilibrium, we can write

Nu = N0
gue−(Eu/kT )

Q(T )

Eu ≡ E′ = (E′
n + E′

v + E′
J ) = hc(T ′

n + G′ + F ′)

(6a)

where N0 is the density of particles, Q(T ) is the molecular
partition function and gu is the statistical weight of the
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upper energy level. In the hypothesis of the canonical
ensemble [17] and of the addition of energies, the partition
function for a molecule reduces to a product of electronic
and rotational–vibrational partition functions. Furthermore,
at moderate temperatures, the vibrational motion is harmonic
and independent of the rotation of the molecule, which is
considered as a rigid rotator. Then,

Q = QelQvQr (6b)

and, assuming the Boltzmann rotational equilibrium with
temperature Tr for a given electronic and vibrational state,
the Boltzmann vibrational equilibrium with temperature Tv

for the same electronic state, and the Boltzmann electronic
equilibrium with temperature Tel, we have

Nn′ = N0

Qel(Tel)
(2 − δ0,�′)(2S ′ + 1)e−(E′

n/kTel)

Nn′ν ′ = Nn′

Qv(Tv)
e−(E′

v/kTv) with

{
δ0,�′=0 = 1
δ0,�′ �=0 = 0

Nn′ν ′J ′ = Nn′ν ′

Qr(Tr)
gJ ′φp′e−(E′

J /kTr )

(6c)

where gJ ′ = 2J ′ +1 and φp′ allows for nuclear spin degeneracy
(�-doubling) [18]; Nn′ , Nn′ν ′ and Nn′ν ′J ′ are populations of the
upper electronic, vibrational and rotational states, respectively;
Qel, Qv and Qr are electronic, vibrational and rotational
partition functions, respectively.

According to quantum mechanics, and applying the
Franck–Condon principle, Aul can be re-written in the form:

Aul = 64π4σ 3
ul

3h

R̄2
e qν ′ν ′′

(2 − δ0,�′)(2S ′ + 1)

SJ ′ J ′′

(2J ′ + 1)
(7)

where S
|n′ν ′J ′i ′p′〉
|n′′ν ′′J ′′i ′′p′′〉 = R̄2

e qν ′ν ′′SJ ′J ′′ is the total line strength;

S
|n′ν ′〉
|n′′ν ′′〉 = R̄2

e qν ′ν ′ is the band strength which depends on the
rotational quantum number; qv′v′′ is the dimensionless Franck–
Condon factor and the electronic transition moment R̄2

e is
linked to the r-centroid rv′v′′ . The rotational intensity factor
SJ ′J ′′ is the line strength, also called the Höln–London factor
if two states are in Hund’s limiting case [14]. Kovacs [18, 19]
has given the values of rotational line strengths for all type of
transitions and couplings.

Finally, the emission coefficient εul for a transition of a
given system, can be written as

ε
|n′ν ′J ′〉
|n′′ν ′′J ′′〉 = 64π4c

3 · 4π
φp′N0

× R̄2
e e−(En′ /kTel)qν ′ν ′′e−(Eν′ /kTv)SJ ′J ′′σ 4

ule
−(EJ ′ /kTr )

Q(Tel, Tv, Tr)
(8a)

or

ε
|n′ν ′J ′〉
|n′′ν ′′J ′′〉 = C�′

R̄2
e qν ′ν ′′e−(Eν′ /kTv)SJ ′J ′′σ 4

ulφp′e−(EJ ′ /kTr )

Q(Tel, Tv, Tr)

C�′ = 64π4c

3 · 4π
N0e−(En′ /kTel)

(8b)

2.2. The first negative system of N+
2

The first negative system of the homo-nuclear N+
2 ion

corresponds to radiative transitions between the B 2�+
u and

X 2�+
g electronic states (� = 0) at 18.7 eV and 15.6 eV,

respectively. We are interested in the UV (3886–3914 Å)
spectral range covering the (0,0) and (1,1) head bands (at
3914.4 Å and 3884.3 Å, respectively). For a given rotational
temperature Tr the (1,1) head band is sensitive to the vibrational
temperature Tv . Thus, the rotational temperature can be easily
estimated from the structure of the (0,0) band by using relative
intensities of the P -lines or, if the applied apparatus function
allows it, from a comparison of adjacent groups of P -lines and
R-lines [10, 20].

Using the coupling of the ‘(b) Hund case’ [14], the
absolute rotational line intensity I is given by [21]

ε
|n′ν ′J ′〉
|n′′ν ′′J ′′〉 = CN+

2

R̄2
e qν ′ν ′′e−(Eν′ /kTv)SJ ′J ′′σ 4

ule
−(EJ ′ /kTr )

QN+
2
(Tel, Tv, Tr)

3φp′

CN+
2

= 16π3c

9
[N+

2 ]e−(En′ /kTel)

(9)

where QN+
2

is the partition function of N+
2. The term φp′

characterizes the influence of the �-doubling: φp′ = 1
3 for

even J ′, and 2
3 for odd J ′ [21]. The term CN+

2
takes into

account the total density N0 ≡ [N+
2 ] of N+

2 and the electronic
temperature Tel.

2.3. The second positive system of N2

The second positive system of homo-nuclear molecules N2

corresponds to radiative transitions between the C 3�+
u and

B 3�+
g electronic states (� = 1) at 11.1 eV and 7.39 eV,

respectively. We are interested in the UV (3860 Å, 4000 Å)
spectral range, covering the (1,4), (2,5) and (3,6) head
bands (at 3998.4 Å, 3943.0 Å and 3894.6 Å, respectively) and
overlapping with the first negative system of the N+

2 ions.
The coupling is type ‘(a) Hund case’ for the lower J values

and type ‘(b) Hund case’ for J -values higher than 15 [14].
Taking into account the expressions of the normalized Höln–
London factors [21], the absolute rotational line intensity of
the molecule is given by

ε
|n′ν ′J ′〉
|n′′ν ′′J ′′〉 = CN2

R̄2
e qν ′ν ′′e−(Eν′ /kTv)SJ ′J ′′σ 4

ule
−(EJ ′ /kTr )

QN2(Tel, Tv, Tr)

CN2 = 8π3c

9
[N2]e−(En′ /kTel)

(10)

where [N2] and QN2 are the concentration and partition
function of N2; the term CN2 takes into account the total density
N0 ≡ [N2] of N2 and the electronic temperature Tel.

2.4. Numerical simulation of bands

Line intensities are calculated when a state of thermodynamic
equilibrium is fully reached and the corresponding temperature
of the gas, considered from a macroscopic and thermodynamic
point of view, are the same. In reality, within laboratory plas-
mas, we usually have to deal with a local thermal equilibrium
state instead of the thermodynamic equilibrium state.

It is possible, when the population of discrete energy
levels follow Boltzmann’s Law, to attribute a corresponding
temperature for each corresponding energy distribution:
electronic, Tel, vibrational, Tv , and rotational, Tr . In a
non-equilibrium plasma, the rotational, Tr , vibrational, Tv ,
excitation, Texc and electron, Tel, temperatures may differ
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Figure 1. Effect of the apparatus function �λapp (Tr = 1000 K; Tv = 3000 K; α = 0.010).

from the kinetic temperature, Tg, of heavy species. Taking
into account the strong coupling between translational and
rotational energy states, the rotational temperature derived
from experiments is, in a general case, close to the gas
kinetic temperature [2, 22]. Thus, Tg can be deduced from Tr ,
measured by using the rotational structure of molecular spectra.

To study the influence of temperatures on the overlapped
N+

2(B 2�+
u –X 2�+

g ) and N2(C 3�+
u–B 3�+

g) systems we have
simulated the relative band intensities of these systems in the
wavelength range (3860 Å, 4000 Å). The formula for Höln–
London’s factors and the a–b Hund’s case are taken from
Kovaks [14]. In the case of N2 transitions, the corrected
expressions of rotational terms for the triplet states are taken
from Budo [23]. The rotational terms of the N+

2 states are
those of Mulliken [24]. All the spectral constants are taken
from Herzberg [14], and they are close to those proposed by
Hube [25]. The values of the electronic transition moments R̄2

e

and the Franck–Condon factors qv′v′′ for N+
2 and N2 are taken

from Brown’s and Hartmann’s papers, respectively [26, 27].
Practically, for each given set of values (α,Tr ,Tv), the

line intensities of N2 are normalized to its maximum, by
multiplying all calculated line intensities by the factor

α = 2
[N+

2 ]/QN+
2

[N2]/QN2

exp

(
− (3.1 − 11.1)1.6 × 10−19

kTel

)
(11)

in which the X 2�+
g spectral term of N+

2 is taken at zero.

To take into account the effect of the apparatus function,
which is supposed to be Gaussian with a half-width at 1/e

height �λapp, each line is individually convoluted by the Gauss
function. The calculation step of simulated spectrum is chosen
according to the sampling (pixel) of experimental spectrum
under consideration.

Examples of simulated spectra, normalized to 100, are
shown in figures 1–5 for different sets of (α, Tr , Tv , �λapp)
values. A quick analysis of these simulated spectra shows that:

(a) The apparatus function has essentially influenced the
resolution of the rotational line structure. Particularly, if
�λapp is too high, only the shape of the band can be used
to determine the rotational temperature.

(b) The variation of α cause a large change in the shape
of the spectrum (cf figures 2 and 3). Particularly, the
(0,0) N+

2 head band clearly appears when α increases, but
disappears when α is close to zero. Then, the sensitivity
of the method depends on each value of Tr and Tv .

(c) The vibrational temperature significantly affects the
structure of bands belonging to the same system, whereas
this effect is reduced when bands do not belong to the
same system. But the sensitivity of the method decreases
when Tv increases. Then, the relative variation of two
consecutive vibrational head bands with temperature,
becomes weak.

(d) The rotational temperature has a significant influence on
the rotational line structure and a minor effect on the
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Figure 2. Effect of the α coefficient (Tr = 1000 K; Tv = 3000 K; �λapp = 0.78 Å).

vibrational band intensity. Nevertheless, at high rotational
temperatures, the vibrational structure of the bands can be
completely masked; then, the precision of the method is
very low.

3. Numerical method for evaluation of Tr, Tv and α

3.1. Determination of temperatures

To evaluate the Tr , Tv and α from a given real spectrum, we
have chosen to compare this spectrum point-by-point with
spectra simulated at different values of Tv , Tr and α. In our
experiments the following procedure was applied.

(i) The measured spectrum was corrected for the continuous
background, which was assumed to be linear in the studied
spectral range.

(ii) The experimental spectral intensity was normalized to the
maximum value, which was set to 100.

(iii) Estimation of the apparatus function �λapp was made
using a relatively well-isolated line of the spectrum, or by
using the method proposed by Czernichowski [13] based
on the full (0,0) N+

2 head band of width δλi at i/10 of
the peak.

(iv) The experimental data were compared with that of the
simulated spectrum. The minimization procedure was

used to minimize χ2 as a function of Tr , Tv and α:

χ2(Tv, Tr , α) =
∑N

i=1[I r
i − I c

i (Tv, Tr , α)]2

N(N − 1)
(12)

where I r
i and I c

i are the measured and calculated intensities
of the ith pixel of the N point spectrum, respectively.

For bright and stable plasma sources a well-resolved
molecular spectrum may be obtained and the numerical
superposition procedure can be initialized using the Tr value
obtained from the Boltzmann plot. However, in many
experimental situations, a large entrance slit and/or time
resolved intensity measurements are necessary to have a strong
enough photodetector signal. In this case, it is difficult to
obtain well-resolved spectra and the initial values of Tr and Tv

for the minimization may be obtained from the measurement
of a temperature sensitive ratio for two selected peaks of the
experimental spectrum.

A wrong choice of the continuum background level, or
of the apparatus function, can also perturb results of this
minimization. To avoid such error, the minimization was
repeated for some other background levels and apparatus
functions. The final values of temperatures, corresponding
to the smallest χ2, are taken as the best one.

To calculate the [N+
2]/[N2] proportion from the α value, we

must know the electronic temperature Tel, for example using
the ratio of atomic lines or by numerical estimation, and the
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Figure 3. Effect of the α coefficient (Tr = 4000 K; Tv = 4000 K; �λapp = 0.78 Å).

partition functions of N2 and N+
2. In this case, we used results

based on the general method of McBride and Gordon corrected
for the non-rigid rotator and the harmonic oscillator [28, 29]
and tabulated by Baronnet [21].

3.2. Application to simulated noisy spectra

In order to test the sensitivity of the temperature estimator, we
applied this method when a noisy spectrum was used instead of
the experimental one. The synthetic spectra were calculated for
known apparatus functions, temperatures and α coefficients,
and noise was introduced using a random number generator.

Calculations were performed for noise-to-signal ratios
RN/S equal to 1%, 5%, 10% and 20% and for temperatures of
3000 and 6000 K. The results obtained are given in table 1. We
can see that the rotational spectra are very deformed for the high
RN/S values (in particular, at low temperature). The results are
satisfactory since the relative error in the temperatures is of the
same order of magnitude as the noise-to-signal ratio, even if
the last one was relatively high. Furthermore, the uncertainty
in the α value is always below 5%.

3.3. Experimental measurements and results: gliding arc
plasma

The electrical set-up consists of two arcing horns and of a high
voltage ac power supply (50 Hz; 10 kV at open circuit; 0.13 A

at short circuit). When a voltage is applied to the horns, as
an effect of the strong electric field, a plasma is created in the
region with the smallest gap (1–2 mm) between the horns, and
then the arc moves towards the top of the gap. The reacting gas
flows through the inlet nozzle and blows the arc (cf figure 6).
This type of non-equilibrium atmospheric discharge, called
glidarc, was developed by Czernichowski and is the subject
of renewed interest in applications to a variety of chemical
reactions (see, e.g. [30, 31].

Recordings of spectra were carried out with a 1 m
focal length McPherson monochromator, equipped with a
1200 G mm−1 ruled grating blazed at 3000 Å. The apparatus
function, presumed to be Gaussian, was obtained via
measurement of the spectral lines profile emitted by the low
pressure Hg discharge lamp. A UV sensitive photomultiplier
tube was used as a light detector, to study the lateral light
emissions of the interelectrode gap of the gliding arc working
in air at atmospheric pressure.

A typical experimental spectrum of the (0,0) and (1,1)
N+

2 bands overlapped with the N2 (1,4), (2,5) and (3,6) bands
between 3860 and 4000 Å and the calculated ones are shown
in figure 7. Using the procedure of the best-fit criterion
without preliminary numerical smoothing, the rotational and
vibrational temperatures were found to be Tr = (2300±200) K
and Tv = (3500 ± 100) K, with α = 0.065 ± 0.005 and
�λapp ≈ 0.75 Å.
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Figure 4. Effect of the vibrational temperature Tv (Tr = 1500 K;
α = 0.010; �λapp = 0.78 Å).

These values of Tr and Tv are significantly lower than
the temperature Tv = Tr = (3900 ± 300) K obtained
with an ac gliding arc (10 kV–130 mA), using Orleans’s N2

spectral band calculation, but quite similar to the temperatures
Tr = (2600 ± 300) K; Tv = (3300 ± 200) K deduced from
the model formulated in the Institute of Plasma Physics, in
Prague [6]. Furthermore, the rotational temperature is lower
than the value obtained with the dc gliding arc (6 kV–1 A)
by integrated longitudinal measurements from the UV OH
band (Tr ≈ 3300 K [1]). Nevertheless, measurements of
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Figure 5. Effect of the rotational temperature Tr (Tv = 3000 K;
α = 0.010; �λapp = 0.78 Å).

the rotational temperature distribution directly in the plasma
string, had given a relatively flat profile with a maximum at
4000 K [32].

Czernichowski [6] has estimated the electronic temper-
ature and free electron concentration in the gliding arc, from
measurements of instantaneous values of discharge voltage and
current, and other discharge characteristics: Te ≈ 6000 K and
Ne ≈ 1013 cm−3. Using theses results, we can estimate the
ratio [N+

2]/[N2] ≈ 2.12 × 10−8 in the plasma string, in the
electrode gap.
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Table 1. Evolution of the relative error in the temperature with
noise/signal ratios.

�T/T [%]

Noise/signal [%] 3000 K 6000 K

1 1.5 3.3
5 4.3 6.7

10 7.0 10.0
20 11.5 18.6

Figure 6. Gliding arc electrical scheme.
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Figure 7. (a) Real spectrum emitted in a gliding arc;
(b) corresponding simulated spectrum.

Figure 8. Non-thermal plasma generator.

3.4. Electrical discharge at atmospheric pressure

3.4.1. Experimental set-up. The experimental set-up is
shown schematically in figure 8. The discharge is formed
between two pointed electrodes, which are held aligned by
means of a streamlined holder made of copper. The holder is

Figure 9. Optical set-up.

moved up and down to vary the spacing between the electrodes
from 0 to 32 mm. The chamber can be filled with different
gases at atmospheric pressure. For this experiment, the
discharge burned in damp nitrogen. The discharge is supplied
by a 50 Hz–220/3000 V–150 mA transformer.

The spectroscopic observations were performed side-on
at the middle of the arc with an electrode tip spacing of 20 mm
(cf figure 9). The plasma column was imaged by a lens of
focal length 125 mm onto the entrance slit on an Ebert–Fastie
spectrometer (Chromex 500Is) with magnification factor equal
to 1.55.

The optical multichannel analyser (OMA) ST138
(Princeton Instrument), equipped with a two-dimensional array
of 1024 × 256 photodiodes (10 µm × 10 µm pixel size,
10 µm pitch) was used as a light detector. The entrance slit
of the spectrometer was set to 20 µm. The spectrometer,
equipped with a 1200 G mm−1 ruled grating blazed at 4000 Å,
worked in the first order with a reciprocal dispersion of
1.6 Å pix−1. The photodiode array was cooled down to 4˚C. All
experimental parameters (dark current, linearity and stability
of the photodetector, etc) were measured or controlled.

The effective linear dispersion and apparatus function
of the acquisition system were determined using a large
number of very narrow spectral lines emitted by low-pressure
spectral lamps. The experiment was controlled by an on-line
computer.

3.4.2. Simultaneous determination of rotational and
vibrational temperatures. We have recorded side-on the
spectral emission of the discharge column in the wavelength
range 3630–4065 Å (see, figure 10). Many intensive nitrogen
molecular bands (N2 and N+

2) are visible. So we have
simultaneously tried to determine the rotational Tr and
vibrational Tv temperatures, and the α coefficient, using the
method presented. Figure 11 shows typical examples of the
side-on recorded and simulated spectra at different positions
in the arc. No Abel inversion was made, due to the difficulty
in obtaining good results without too significant a smoothing:
the numerical procedure is very sensitive to the fast intensity
variation, particularly those due to the well-resolved rotational
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Figure 10. Spectral emission of the discharge column in the wavelength range 3630–4065 Å: the image from the two-dimensional CCD
array.

structure of molecular spectra. Then, we evaluated the α(y)

parameter and the Tv(y), Tr(y) temperature distributions at
different points of the plasma column with a step of 0.36 mm
(see figure 12).

3.4.3. Comparison with the rotational temperature Tr obtained
from UV OH molecular spectra. The radical OH is a
thermometer which naturally appears in various regions of
discharges. Even if chemical processes in the plasma are
unknown, this ‘thermometer’ gives the rotational temperature
Tr in the corresponding emission area, which, in general, is
close to the gas temperatureTg [1].

The OH band diagnostic is based on the OH(A 2�+, v =
0) → OH(X 2�, v′ = 0) band at 3063.57 Å, which is
observed under various experimental conditions and can be
easily isolated in order to give useful information [1]. The
spectrum shows a red degradation with four main band heads,
R1, R2, Q1 and Q2 (306.357 Å, 306.766 Å, 307.844 Å and
3089.86 Å, respectively) (see example in figure 13).

The method used is available for a large temperature range
(300 K � Tr � 6000 K), in which broadening of spectral
lines results mainly from the convolution of the emission
spectrum with an apparatus function, which is supposed to
be Gaussian with a full width at half maximum of �λapp.
Using physical parameters of the rotational OH spectrum,
given by Dieke and Crosswhite [33], a theoretical spectrum
is computed for λ in the range from 3060 to 3100 Å and for
apparatus functions corresponding to experimental conditions
(�λapp ≈ 0.40 Å), for various temperatures in the range
300–6000 K, and compared to the experimental ones. Two
groups of lines were used:

(a) The first, denoted by G0, is the head band at 3063.57 Å
with the corresponding spectral range (3063.57 Å,
3066.61 Å). Three intensity maxima (I01, I02 and I03)

were observed after the convolution.
(b) The second, denoted by G2, corresponds to the spectral

range (3078.44 Å, 3085.32 Å). The central line is Q1(4)
(3081.54 Å) and seven maxima (I21, I22, I23, I24, I25, I26

and I27) in intensity were obtained by convolution taking
into account all superposed lines.

The rotational temperature can be quickly determined by a
simple comparison of the theoretical and experimental spectra.
The uncertainty in the determined temperature is related to
the wavelength identification of lines and to ‘sensitivity’
of the corresponding intensity ratio expressed as a function
of the temperature. The problem lies in selecting two good
reference lines in each group G0 and G2. Following the general

remarks made in [1]:

(a) For rotational temperatures greater than 500 K, the usual
practice is to use the head band I01 at 3063.57 Å for the
analysis. However, some precautions should be taken
because of a possible overlap with the Cu 3063.41 Å line.

(b) The maximum I22, in spite of weaker intensity than I23, is
well isolated, and stays visible at high apparatus functions.

(c) The maximum I24, around 3083.28 Å, is well isolated and
not disturbed by the 3083.37 Å line. But it may be difficult
to see it for a very large apparatus function.

We must note that I23 is the most intense maximum of
the G2 group. But it can be disturbed by neighbouring lines.
Particularly, for the large apparatus function (�λapp � 0.5 Å),
the influence of these lines increases the value of the I23

maximum. Thus, the group I23 cannot be used, because of
a non-monotonic variation of its maximum value. However, it
can be used to estimate the width at half maximum �λapp of
the apparatus function.

Therefore, we conclude that the best choices are the I01

maximum of the G0 group and I22 and I24 for the G2 group.
Their variations as a function of the distance to the plasma
column axis, are shown in figure 14. The corresponding
calculated ratios Rij = I0i/I2j (i = 1; j = 2, 4) for different
apparatus functions between �λapp = 0.25 and 1.00 Å, are
shown in figure 2 of [1]. In particular, in our previous work,
we have verified that a more important variation of the ratio of
the maxima was obtained using the I22 maximum.

A typical experimental spectrum is shown in figure 13.
No Abel inversion is made, and the rotational temperature
is given as the mean value of results obtained from the R12

and R14 ratios. Using the two ratios R12 and R14, we have
obtained quite similar temperature distributions. The obtained
temperature values for different distances y from the axis
(y = 0) are given in figure 12, taking the average of the
values measured at the same location to minimize the effect
of intensity fluctuations.

For the central part (|y| � 2 mm), the emissive species
are localized in the periphery of the discharge column and the
resulting flattening of the OH curve can be explained by this
concentration effect, as already observed in the plasma jet [1].
The observed discrepancies for the rotational temperatures
determined from N2/N+

2 and OH band side-on records can
also be explained, because those bands were not emitted by
the same spatial zone of the plasma: the OH band shows an
off-axis maximum, and the N+

2 band is preferentially emitted
on the discharge axis. The interest in using those two bands
is that the plasma diagnostic realized this way allows us to
cover the whole discharge radius, with the existence of an
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Figure 11. (a) Real spectrum emitted in the discharge column;
(b) corresponding simulated spectrum.

overlapping area that allows us to verify the consistency of
these two methods.

3.4.4. Determination of electronic temperature Tel. The
well-known atomic Boltzmann plot method, based on intensive
lines of copper eroded from electrodes, can be used to
determine the excitation temperature of a plasma jet.

Assuming the local thermodynamical equilibrium (LTE)
state, the emission coefficient of spectral lines from the upper
level m to the lower level n is

εmn = hνmn

4π
AmnNm (13a)
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Figure 13. UV OH band spectrum at r = 0.

where εmn, νmn and Amn are, respectively, the emission
coefficient, the frequency and the transition probability of
the transition. The population Nm of the upper state of the
transition is given by the Boltzmann equilibrium law, as a
function of electron temperature Tel, energy Em and statistical
weight gm of the upper state of the transition:

Nm = gm

Q(Tel)
N0 exp

(
− Em

kBTel

)
(13b)

where Q(Tel) is the partition function. Then, the temperature
can be obtained from the slope of the straight lines:

ln

(
εmn

Amnνmngm

)
= ln K − Em

kBTel
(14)

where K = hN0/4πQ(Tel) is a constant for all lines emitted
by one element at a given electron temperature Tel. This
method does not require a standard source for calibration, if
the wavelength range is sufficiently limited.

The intensity of several optically thin atomic copper lines
in the wavelength region 400–7000 Å was recorded along a
given line of sight chord in the plasma source. Application of
the atomic Boltzmann method in the case of spatially integrated
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1000

Figure 14. Longitudinal distribution of I01, I22 and I24 line intensities in the OH band spectrum, for which the background has been
substracted.

Figure 15. Copper line intensity as a function of the line of sight y: (a) λ = 4062.64 Å; (b) λ = 5153.24 Å; (c) λ = 5782.13 Å.

measurements cannot give the radial distribution of the electron
temperature. So, we have applied the Abel inversion technique
developed by Glasser [34] to obtain radial distributions.

Six copper lines (namely 3047.57, 3273.96, 4062.64,
5153.24, 5218.20 and 5782.13 Å—see the example of
longitudinal line intensity distributions in figure 15) have
been chosen in order to cover the maximum energy area so
as to increase the precision of the method. The necessary
spectroscopic data have been taken from [35]. A typical
Boltzmann plot obtained on the axis column, is presented
in figure 16. The good alignment of the points allows us to
conclude that the Boltzmann equilibrium is realized in the
plasma.

The obtained radial electron temperature distribution in
the discharge channel is relatively flat, with an axial value
close to Tel ≈ 13 200 K (see figure 17). This is due to the
high thermal conductivity that favours good arc heat losses.
These results agree well with the theoretical data Tel,th ≈
15 500 K obtained by Martinie [36], and allow us to estimate
the ratio [N+

2]/[N2] in the plasma string, in the electrode gap,
using the α(y) distribution determined from the N+

2 and N2

overlapped molecular band spectra (see, figure 17).
The results obtained must be treated with some cautions

because the α(y) distribution is obtained from integrated
records, without Abel inversion. Nevertheless, the emitting
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Figure 16. Typical Boltzmann plot graph (r = 0) based on six
copper lines.

zones for nitrogen molecular spectra are located in the centre
of the plasma column, and we can suppose that the different
longitudinal distributions Tv(y), Tr(y) and α(y) obtained from
N+

2 and N2 spectra, are close to radial distributions.
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4. Conclusion

We have shown how the spectra of overlapped N+
2 and N2bands

evolve with the N+
2/N2 ratio, that is as a function of the

electronic temperature. The proposed method has been
developed in order to evaluate the N+

2 concentration in a plasma,
but that is possible only when the electronic temperature is
known.

Moreover, this method of evaluation of the temperature
has been tested with simulated noise data. The result is entirely
positive since the relative error on evaluation was of the same
order of magnitude as the noise-to-signal ratio, even if the last
one was relatively high.

In electric discharges, the N+
2/N2 overlapped spectrum is

a good tool for Tr , Tv and α determination in the central part of
the plasma, but the UV OH band is better for Tr determination
in the peripheral zone only because of the concentration effect.
Then, using these two bands, the molecular spectra allow us
to cover the whole discharge radius, with the existence of
an overlapping area that allows us to verify the consistency
between these two methods. Nevertheless, we must make some
remarks concerning the limitations of the method:

(a) First of all, the experimental results are obtained by optical
emission spectroscopy (OES), and the plasma diagnostic
is based on the measurements of the spectral line
intensities and the plasma radiation background. A simple
experimental set-up and a non-intrusive measurement
method are its major advantages, but on the other hand,
only the intensity integrated along a line of sight can
be directly measured. So determination of local plasma
parameters is rather difficult and can greatly reduce the
spectral accuracy of the method.

(b) At high pressures, the quenching pressure does not affect
the N2 state in the same way as the N+

2 state. It follows
that the value of the [N+

2]/[N2] ratio is pressure dependent:
at atmospheric pressure, this ratio decreases by a factor of
the order of 1/125 compared to that at very low pressure
(see, e.g. [37]). It follows that, besides the fact that it is
not completely clear that the electron distribution function
is Maxwellian, the link between the electron temperature
Te and the [N+

2]/[N2] ratio may be incorrectly estimated.

(c) It could be appropriate to take into account the
Callo–Axtmann effect for the determination of the
vibrational temperatures [38]. This concerns the selective
depopulation of vibrational levels of the N2(C 3�+

u), which
may have an effect on the distribution of vibrational states
within the upper N2(C) state.

(d) Finally, in the wavelength range used, there are some
very intensive N I and N II lines, and some precautions
should be taken because of their possible overlaps with
the ro-vibrational structure of the molecular spectra.
Particularly, Chéron [39] has observed that the 3995.0 Å
N II line could be greatly broadened by turbulent effects,
and could perturb measurements based on the (1,4) N2

head band.

The accuracy of the proposed method also depends on the
accuracy of the transition probabilities Aul of the measured
spectral lines, and especially on R̄2

e and qv′v′′ (cf equation (7)),
which are necessary to simulate the molecular spectra, but also
when the Boltzmann plot is constructed. So, we have observed
that the obtained simulated spectra do not glue perfectly with
the experimental one, especially for the (1,4) and (2,5) head
bands.

On the other hand, we can try to apply the proposed
method to the determination of the Franck–Condon factor qv′v′′

using the minimization procedure to increase the agreement
between the experimental spectrum and the simulated one for
given Tr , Tv and α values. Then, for example, we obtained for
the N2(C 3�+

u, ν
′)–N2(B 3�+

g, ν
′′) transitions, q(0,3) = 0.055

instead of 0.0512, q(1,4) = 0.14 instead of 0.1097, q(2,5) =
0.18 instead of 0.1393 and q(3,6) = 0.238 instead of 0.1292.
But this preliminary work must be continued using well-
resolved, well-known spectra with better spatial and temporal
resolutions.
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